WOVEN CURVATURE
By Yuhao Jiang

PART 1
WATER, SURFACE AND CONE
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Water Painting
An analog of water movement
Tracing paper, water and tissue

It started with reading water,
I analog the water movement with water painting.(wet stripes on tracing paper)
The wet strips attached on the tracing paper grow longer and shorter,
Because of this surface tension, the surface creates certain wrinkle patterns(Wrinkle_from PIE root *wer” to turn, bend.”), which I call ‘breathing surface’ for its sense
of life. It expresses the strength, durability, and continuity of water.
As I zoomed into the surface tension phenomenon, I started to think about a type
of architectural experience which is a gradual change rather than dramatic. Through
floor to floor, wall to wall, beginning to the end. The elements constantly change
their angle and width,---(they merge or embed one another) and things get more
ambiguous as the body travels through space.
Cone&Cylinder, as 2 basic developable surface geometry, can be unfolded without
distortion. conversely, it is a surface which can be made by transforming a plane(folding, bending, rolling, cutting and gluing).They provide a wide range of possibilities for spatial continuity.
The thesis will continue to focus on the study of breathing surface through reading
water along with geometry study of developable surface, to transfer the geometrical information into spatial continuity and other architectural conditions.
summary:
explore how the surface reacts to the material’s behavior. -> find order of geometry
& developable surface caused by the surface tension phenomenon -> transfer this
information into architectural experience through spatial continuity.

PART 2
Define the Straight line

Define a straight line
the straightest line between two points on a sphere or other curved surface, we
called it “geodesic line”,
For the question here, I’m focusing on the geodesics on the surface of the cone.
By the unwrapping method we can know, the smaller the angle of cone is, the
greater the number of geodesics is and the greater the number of turns on the cone
surface, the closer the geodesic takes you to the vertex, and the line becomes a
beautiful conical helix
The geodesic line along the cone, which is a warped timeline, the shortest path
between 2 points on the warped surface, an efficient structural system of a cone
space, and the creature of the vision of cone.

The cone unwrapeds in to the Euclidean plan, and the geodesics on the cone must
yield straight line segaments in the sector.
By using this drawing method, I start to measure the relationships between geodesic and cone.

PART 3
Finding Structure

PART 3
Woven Curvature

